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Abstract
Creative machines are an old idea, but only recently has computational creativity established itself as a research field with its own identity and research
agenda. The goal of computational creativity research is to model, simulate
or enhance creativity using computational methods. Data mining and machine
learning can be used in a number of ways to help computers learn how to be
creative, such as learning to generate new artefacts or to evaluate various qualities of newly generated arfefacts. In this review paper we give an overview of
research in computational creativity with a focus on the roles that data mining
and machine learning have had and could have in creative systems.

Introduction
While artificial intelligence has experienced remarkable advances in the last decades
and has reached maturity as a research field, its sibling, computational creativity, is in
earlier phases of its development. Computational creativity can be characterized in a
manner parallel to artificial intelligence: Where artificial intelligence studies how to
perform tasks which would be deemed intelligent if performed by a human, computational creativity studies performances which would be deemed creative if performed
by a human.
As a research field, the goal of computational creativity is to model or simulate creativity, or to enhance human creativity using computational methods. Such tasks could
be in musical creativity, verbal creativity, visual creativity, creative problem solving, or
some other area requiring creative skills.
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A major question in computational creativity is if and when computers can be credited
with originality. Already Ada Lovelace, the “first programmer”, is quoted to believe
that machines can create but not really originate anything. Obviously, a purely preprogrammed generative system can be criticized for only doing what it was told to do
and thus for having little if any creativity. Some form of adaptivity or self-determinism
seems necessary to attribute any creative autonomy or originality to a creative system 1;2 . This is where methods from data mining and machine learning can help.
Data mining and machine learning are here broadly understood as methods that analyze
data and make useful discoveries or inferences from them. Such methods can be used
in creative systems, e.g., to learn how to recognize desirable qualities in produced artefacts, or even to produce artefacts, helping these systems produce novel and valueable
results. There are obvious risks, however. For instance, automatic analysis of Western
pop music 3 could reveal patterns that can be used to generate fairly good imitations
of the given music. Imitation, however, is not really an original or creative act, and it
is not the goal of computational creativity research. We will return to this in the next
sections.
The goal of this paper is to introduce the research field of computational creativity to
data miners and machine learners. We present computational creativity research from
this viewpoint and structure the review by the different roles and opportunities that data
mining and machine learning have had and could have in creative systems.
We start this review with a characterisation of the field of computational creativity.

Computational Creativity
Mechanical creativity is an old idea. For instance, methods for mechanistic composition of music can be traced back at least to Guido d’Arezzo in year 1026 4 . Later,
Mozart introduced Musikalisches Würfelspiel, a dice game to compose waltzes. Artificial intelligence research has sporadically addressed the generation of creative artefacts
such as poems, stories, paintings, and music during the last six decades. Computational
creativity aims to go beyond mere mechanical creativity, and data mining and machine
learning can play a major role here.
Despite this long history, computational creativity has only recently emerged as an independent, internationally recognized research field with its own identity and research
agenda. The International Conference on Computational Creativity has been held annually since 2010 5;6;7;8;9;10 , preceded by a series of workshops.
Reasons to study computational creativity are numerous. There are deep philosophical and theoretical questions about the models and mechanisms of creativity, a desire to
better understand human creativity, as well as practical applications and needs. For reasons of brevity, we will here focus on computational models and methods for creative
systems and applications.
Practical applications of computational creativity can be roughly categorized into two
classes. The first class makes use of fully automatic creativity, e.g., in computer games
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to develop plots or to compose music 11 on the fly, or as a part of human-machine communication in dialogue systems and conversational agents 12 . Applications in the other
class use creative techniques as components to support or enable human creativity,
e.g., in music or advertising. Some of the most interesting applications will improve
the usability and usefulness of various technological appliances and will support human creativity in different tasks, by creating “in new, unforeseen modalities that would
be difficult or impossible for people” 2 .
The different motivations and goals of computational creativity research are reflected
in the definition by Colton & Wiggins 2 , according to which computational creativity is
the philosophy, science and engineering of computational systems which, by taking on
particular responsibilities, exhibit behaviours that unbiased observers would deem to
be creative. Here, “responsibilities” emphasizes the creative intent of the system, and
“unbiased observers” have no prejudice against the notion of creative machines.
The definition of computational creativity above essentially delegates the definition of
what creativity is to external observers. Numerous definitions of creativity address
this question. For instance, according to Boden 13 , creativity is the ability to come up
with ideas or artefacts that are new, surprising, and valuable. Unfortunately, novelty,
surprise, and value are not only difficult to define objectively, they also overlap. For
instance, an idea rarely is surprising or valuable if it is not novel.
Data miners will notice an interesting analogue to classic definitions of data mining as
discovery of novel and useful information 14 . Does it imply that data mining algorithms
are creative? According to Boden 13 , possibly. On the other hand, according to Colton
& Wiggins 2 , a data mining algorithm would not be computationally creative unless
external observers would think it is creative, which usually is not the case. This does
not imply that data mining would have no role in creative systems, quite the contrary.
Creative systems often consist of non-creative components, such as data mining, that
together constitute a creative whole. This raises the question of how humans judge the
creativity of any machine or method when they know exactly how it works? Instead
of asking whether computers can be considered creative or not, it is more fruitful to
identify different levels or ways of being creative.
Boden 13 identifies three increasingly complex types of creativity: (1) combinational
creativity produces novel combinations of familiar ideas, (2) exploratory creativity is
based on search in some space of concepts, and (3) transformational creativity involves
a modification of the search space so new kinds of ideas can be generated. Data mining
as a potentially creative activity usually is in the second category, looking for patterns,
rules, or models of a fixed type in the given data, but creative systems can use data
mining and machine learning for various tasks also in combinational and transformative
creativity, as we will see in this review.
As a terminological remark, we mostly use the term artefact to refer to a product of
a creative process, be it an idea, a concept, or a concrete result such as a poem or an
image. In many applications of data mining and machine learning to computational
creativity, existing artefacts are used as data, e.g., as training instances or examples.
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In the review that follows, we focus on work that their authors characterize as computational creativity research. This implies that we exclude a large body of literature on
computational generation of music, images, natural language, etc. that is not focused
on creativity. Further, our focus is on the use of data mining and machine learning in
creative methods and systems, and other aspects of these creative systems are largely
ignored.

Learning to Be Creative
Conceptually, machine learning can be easily applied as the test component of a creative system that works in a generate-and-test manner. In such settings, one trains a
machine learning system with examples of artefacts from the domain of interest. For
instance, given a set of songs by The Beatles, a classifier could be trained to recognize
if a given new composition is in the style of The Beatles or not. A generic music generator could then be used to produce novel songs, and those that pass the classifier as
Beatles-like would be accepted.
In the following, we try to make the different roles of data mining and machine learning more clear by a simple formalization of the generate-and-test setting (even though
many actual systems are not structured like that). Let gen() denote the generative
function of the system, and let a be an artefact generated by the function. Artefact a
is then evaluated by another function eval (a) and, if it passes the evaluation, is output
by the system. The evaluation function can sometimes be broken down into components that measure different aspects of creativity, such as novelty, surprise, or value.
For suggestions on how to evaluate the creativity of a computer program, we refer to
Ritchie 15 .
We will start our review by looking at how machine learning can be used to recognize or
evaluate new artefacts, i.e., how an evaluation function eval (a) can be learned. While
this is not yet a creative act in itself, evaluation is a central part of creative systems and
one of the possible creative “responsibilities” in the definition by Colton & Wiggins 2 .
The rest of this section will then look at how machine learning and data mining can
also be used for constructing the generation function gen().

Learning to Evaluate using Classification or Regression
How do we produce images which look like a face? Or which express happiness? One
approach is to work in clearly separate generate and test phases as already outlined
above, where the generation phase is generic and the test phase checks the facelikeness or happiness. A popular choice then is to use genetic algorithms for generating
candidate artefacts to be evaluated by classification or regression, as will be discussed
below. In these cases, it is the fitness function eval (a) that is learned, while a genetic
algorithm aims to implement the generation function gen() effectively by adapting to
search for high quality artefacts.
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An illustrative example of a framework where images are produced by an evolutionary
algorithm is by Correia et al. 16 . The fitness of images is evaluated by a classifier trained
to recognize if certain types of objects are present in the image. The evolutionary
algorithm then tries to optimize the quality of produced images with respect to this
evaluation (fitness) function.
Another example of learning to evaluate visual artefacts is the machine- learning based
image generator DARCI 17;18;19 . The goal of DARCI is to generate images which can
be described by a certain adjective (e.g. DARCI, draw me a happy picture!). Training of DARCI takes place via a website (http://darci.cs.byu.edu/) where visitors can
associate images with adjectives, and also give feedback to DARCI regarding its success in producing an image that expresses the target adjective. In DARCI, the learning
algorithm for the evaluation function eval (a) is based on artificial neural networks.
The use of regression to evaluate creative artefacts is illustrated by applications in quite
a different field, cooking recipes. PIERRE 20 , a computational stew recipe generator,
first extracts different possible ingredients of stews, soups and chilis from recipe web
sites. PIERRE then learns multiple multi-layer perceptrons on different levels of abstraction to model the relation between different recipes (essentially weighted combinations of ingredients) and the ratings given to the recipes on web sites. Then a genetic
algorithm is used to generate recipes, evaluated using the learned perceptrons. A more
elaborate cooking recipe generation system has been developed at IBM, considering
the cultural context, physiochemical properties of flavour compounds, and even the
name of the dish as components that influence perception of flavours 21 . The system
uses many different machine learning techniques to extract information and to evaluate
the quality of the produced recipes.
Let us at this point make some general remarks about learning to evaluate creative
artefacts. Despite the conceptual simplicity of the generate and test setting there are
major bottlenecks in implementing this (or any other) model of creativity.
First, learning an evaluation (or fitness) function eval (a) can be a very difficult problem. For instance for poetry we would need to take into account the semantics, metaphors, grammar (including the intentional twisting of rules in poems), rhythm et cetera.
One way of making this problem easier is to only measure some specific aspect of the
artefact, as was done in some of the systems above.
Second, generating complex artefacts (i.e., writing or learning the function gen()) is a
difficult task as well. For a generate-and-test setting to be practical, the generation step
must adapt to the task at hand, or it could go on forever generating artefacts that do not
satisfy the evaluation function. The next subsection will describe learning methods for
generation of artefacts.
Third, when learning what is good and what is bad from existing examples, there obviously is a great risk of just producing pastiche (i.e. imitation of the style of the training
data) instead of being truly creative. In defence of this approach, it should be obvious
that new and creative artefacts cannot be produced in a domain or genre without first
having some understanding of the domain and, in a very concrete sense, without being
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able to produce artefacts that are recognized as members of the intended genre in the
first place. How to break away from the limitations of conventions will be addressed in
a later section of this review.

Learning to Generate Using Predictive Models
We now move on to review methods where machine learning and data mining are used
more directly to generate new artefacts, i.e., to construct a generative function gen().
Predictive methods such as classification and regression can be used to complete partial
artefacts based on training examples of complete artefacts. Such methods are often
used in music, e.g., to produce harmonies for melodies or vice versa. We will next
review such methods.
Smith et al. 22 propose a k-nearest neighbours method for harmonization of music, i.e.,
for producing a suitable chord to match other properties of the music. (Their method
actually generates music by using non-musical audio as the inspirational data to be harmonized.) The harmonization is produced using k-nearest neighbours in a collection of
MIDI files containing different music styles. The features used for calculating the voice
model are the extracted melody notes from non-musical audio. To produce a musical
result, the learned voice model is added to the harmonization by using a snap-to-grid
approach, i.e., by shifting notes in time and pitch so that the results sound musically
more pleasing. In this case, the grids are decided at the system design time, not learned
from data.
Similarly, the system MATT 23 uses a combination of case-based reasoning and wave
table synthesis to simulate the creative interpretation of traditional Irish tunes on the
wooden flute. The MATT system uses a learning method which creates the cases from
corpora. The cases are a set of vectors containing features (e.g., notes, duration, key,
tune part et cetera) for each tune.
To formalize the use of predictive methods to complete partial artefacts, we need to
extend our simple formalization a bit. Let â be a partial artefact (e.g., a melody) and
let ai be a feature missing from the partial artefact. If the missing feature has a simple
structure, such as a note in the bassline at a given point in time, then a predictive model
can potentially be trained to generate it, i.e., to learn a function gen i (â) ↦ ai .
For the generation of more complex structures, such as an accompaniment, it is sometimes possible to reduce the generative task to selection and to train a classifier to
perform the selection. For instance, the harmonization method 22 described above can
be seen as a classifier that chooses an appropriate chord among a limited number of
alternatives. Once the chord is selected, the concrete accompaniment can be generated
using predetermined or mined patterns.
In some cases, it is possible to generate (“predict”) complex structures directly with
simple methods. An easy way to do this is to (partially) copy structures and content
from existing examples, i.e., to use instance-based approaches to learning. Instancebased methods such as k-nearest neighbours and case-based reasoning (cf. work mentioned above) avoid using models, decision structures, or patterns whose specification
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and application to producing complex creative artefacts could be overwhelming and
restrictive.
An example of instance-based methods in computational creativity is by Toivanen et
al. 24;25;26 , whose poetry generation system obtains the syntactical structure for the
poem to be generated by copying the structure from a random poem in a large corpus. This avoids specification of generative grammars and limitations of manually
constructed templates. The actual content of the poem is then generated with the help
of pattern mining methods (see below). There are other approaches which have similar
mechanisms for generating poetry 27;28;29 .

Learning to Generate Using Generative Models
An interesting method for generating artefacts is to first learn a generative model from
data and then use this model to generate new artefacts, i.e., as function gen(). Generation using a learned model directly aims to produce artefacts that are good in some
respects, taking away some of the need for a separate evaluation function eval (). Often,
however, these generative models are used together with separate evaluation functions
to check those components of creativity that are not covered by the generative functions
so well.
Markov models, especially Markov chains, are a popular approach for generative modelling of sequential artefacts such as music and text. For instance, Markov models
have been used to learn the task of four-part harmonization 30 . system and it produces
a harmonization for it 30 . There are many other methods which generate music based
on Markov models 31;32;33 .
Some researchers use Markov models for more specific tasks. For instance, Monteith
et al. 34 describe a learning, creative system which generates music to induce a given
target emotion. In this case, the training corpora consisted of movie soundtrack MIDI
files. The MIDI files are first grouped into different emotion bins (i.e. love, joy, surprise, anger, sadness and fear) by ratings from six subjects. Then for each emotion,
the respective melodies are transposed into the same key and an n-gram model (i.e., a
Markov chain of order n−1) is extracted from the resulting dataset. For generating original melodies targeting a certain emotion, the authors do not use the resulting Markov
model directly. Instead, the n-grams are analysed and eventually hidden Markov models and entropy-based models are used for the generation task.
Chuan et al. 35 propose a method for automatic accompaniment for amateur music writers. The authors use three songs by Radiohead for training their model (and used one
song for evaluation). The chord progressions are first modeled as a tree, constructed by
music-theoretical neo-Riemannian transforms between checkpoints. Chord progressions for user-given melodies are then generated from the tree with a Markov chain.
Thaler has proposed a method for creativity by using neural networks 36 . The idea is
that first the neural network is trained by using know examples. Then the input is held
constant and the weights between the neurons are slightly modified. The effect is, that
the neural network starts to give new and unseen, yet plausible outputs.
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Togelius and Schmidhuber propose a neural-network based agent architecture method
for automatic game design, which defines general rules for a board game and uses
artificial players to measure the complexity of the game 37 .
As our last example of generative models in music, Bickerman et al. 38 propose a
method for Jazz improvisation based on deep belief nets, a form of probabilistic neural
network based on restricted Boltzmann machines. 4-bar jazz licks are used for training
the belief nets and then the trained nets are used for generating novel improvisations.

Mining Patterns for Creative Tasks
We now move on to consider uses of data mining and machine learning in tasks related
to the generation of new artefacts but without such distinctive roles as in the previous
subsections. Here, data mining is typically used to discover patterns in a given domain
such as text or music, and these patterns are then utilized by a generation function
gen().
Veale and others have extensively defined and studied linguistic patterns for creative
inference. For instance, similes (“strong as a bull”) can be extracted as patterns of the
form T is as P as a∣an V from large masses of text. If P (“strong”) and V (“bull”)
co-occur often then P likely is a typical property of V (“bulls are strong”). These and
other patterns mined from text documents can then be used in creative tasks such as
metaphor generation (“he is a bull”) 39;40;41;42 or conceptual blending 43 . Such creative
functions can be used, for instance, in the generation of poetry 44;45 .
Gastronaut 46 is a (cooking) recipe generator which uses a combinational approach. It
learns relations between different options (different cooking methods, different ingredients, and different types of dish) from documents in the Web by analysing their frequencies. The relations are then further exploited to generate new combinations where
all the ingredients match pairwise but the overall combination of the ingredients cannot
be found on the Web. The trained model is used for validating the possible usefulness
of generated recipes.
Hong et al. 47 proposed T-PEG, Template Based Pun Extractor and Generator, to analyze puns and generate new ones. T-PEG takes a pun as an input and analyses the word
relations in the pun. The extracted template specifies the place for variables and also
how the variables have to be related to each other (e.g., X and Y have to be conceptually related, or X is used for Y). Then, given a keyword the system generates puns by
looking for words which satisfy the word relations defined in the template.
Simple word associations extracted from co-occurrences in large corpora have been
used to choose content words in computer-generated poetry by Toivanen et al. 24 . In
contrast to more controlled methods of creating text, statistical associations between
words can be used to choose less predictable sets of words that are still relatively likely
to produce coherent content. Another possible application for word associations is
proposed in the conjunction of a method for generating pictorial metaphors for advertisement 48 . In the first step of the method, concepts with high imageability in various
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word networks are looked for. While the search is tailored for this purpose, the word
networks could be the result of mining for work associations.
Gross et al. 49 show empirically that statistical word associations from bigrams in a
large corpus can be used to solve a psychometric test of creativity better than humans
do on average. In the Remote Associates Test, three cue words are given at a time (e.g.,
coin, quick, and spoon) and the subject tries to identify a fourth word that is related to
each of the three cue words (silver).
It is debatable whether the Remote Associates Test is a good test of creativity, but
the results of Gross et al. 49 do suggest two observations. First, some purely conceptual tasks once considered to require human creativity can now be solved efficiently
by computers. Second, automatically identifying/discovering/creating non-obvious associations between concepts, a difficult task for humans, could be a powerful way of
supporting human creativity in creative tasks such as problem solving. Let us next
briefly mention work that goes in the latter direction.

Discovery of non-obvious links
A non-obvious association or connection, especially one that links items from domains
that usually are not related, is potentially a bisociation. Koestler 50 coined the term,
and proposed that discovery or production of bisociations is a central form of human
creativity. Graph mining and analysis are attractive choices for computational implementation of bisociation in the sense of discovering non-obvious connections, such as
domain-crossing links 51 .
For instance, graph mining can be applied to a network of biological concepts to identify potentially relevant but non-obvious links 52 , in order to help biologists in their
creative problem solving. A classic example of non-obvious linkage is between “magnesium” and “migraine”. It was discovered that many articles wrote how migraine can
be treated with calcium blockers, while another set of seeming unrelated articles which
described how magnesium works as a calcium blocker, yet the potential of magnesium
in the treatment of migraine had not been realized 53 .
Another creativity supporting approach using link discovery is proposed by Juršič et
al. 54 . They use literature mining to discover terms that bridge two otherwise separate
scientific (sub)domains, aiming to trigger scientific creativity in experts working in
either of the domains.

Transformational creativity
The methods reviewed in the earlier sections show how data mining and machine learning can be useful tools for creating and evaluating novel artefacts without being explicitly told how to do so. Automatically constructing a generation function gen() or an
evaluation function eval () (or some significant part of them) is a major conceptual
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step towards systems that have creative responsibilities when compared to directly programming gen() and eval () to work in a certain way. At the same time, even the
automatically constructed methods could be criticized for not having much creative
responsibility but rather just producing and evaluating the way they have been trained.
In this section we will review models and methods that aim to go beyond this criticism
by being transformationally creative, i.e., by showing greater autonomy in modifying
their generation function gen() or evaluation function eval (). We also indicate little
explored areas for data mining and machine learning in computational creativity.

Different Levels of Creativity
What does it mean for a system to be autonomously creative, not just as a servant of
the user or the programmer? Jennings 1 proposes three criteria for attributing creative
autonomy to a system.
(1) Autonomous Evaluation: The system is able to evaluate new creations autonomously.
It thus has its own opinion on which creations are better than others, giving it some very
elementary “self-awareness” needed, e.g., to guide its productions towards better artefacts. Any system that has an evaluation function eval (), whether given or learned,
fulfills this criterion.
(2) Autonomous Change: The system is able to change its evaluation function eval ()
without explicit directions. Systems that use machine learning to adapt their evaluation function are clearly moving in this direction. However, autonomous change
means more than just learning to adapt to external authorities or to new training data,
so that the system can in some loose sense decide for itself what it wants to create.
Autonomous change typically involves exposure to external artefacts or evaluations as
triggers of change, i.e., some interaction with other agents 1;55 . Data mining or machine
learning is a likely component in implementing the change 1 .
(3) Non-Randomness (Aleatoricism): Random behavior is not creative, so the evaluation and change referred to above should not be totally random. However, there can be
random elements in them.
So, somewhat paradoxically, creative autonomy appears to be strongly related to social
interactions: triggers to change the evaluation criteria naturally come from outside
the system, such as from feedback to its own creations, or from its observations of
creations from other creative systems. Such social creativity is an area of research
within computational creativity 1;55 .
A formal view to creativity that helps analyse different levels of creativity and also
identify further opportunities for data mining and machine learning, is given by Wiggins 56 . Consider a creative system producing artefacts in some domain, say poetry. In
the model of Wiggins, in a simplified form, the system is characterized by the quadruple (U, R, E, T ) as follows. The universe of all possible artefacts is denoted by U,
including artefacts outside the domain, e.g., all possible strings of text. (The motivation for the existence of U is to allow the system to operate outside its foreseen domain,
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as will be explained in the next subsection.) The acceptable conceptual space is defined
by a set R of rules, e.g., telling if a string is a valid poem of the desired form. An evaluation function E assigns a value for a given artefact, e.g., the quality of the poem.
Roughly speaking, Wiggins thus divides the evaluation function eval () of the generate
and test model into two separate components: one that defines the search space for
artefacts (R), and one that measures their quality (E). However, Wiggins’ model is not
limited to the generate-and-test setting.
Given a universe U, rules R, and an evaluation function E, the task of the creative
system is to search the universe U for artefacts that satisfy rules R and score high
on the quality measure E. To carry out the search, the system has some method T
for traversing the search space and generating new artefacts. The traversal function T
roughly corresponds to the generation function gen(). In Wiggins’ formulation, the
traversal function T is informed of R and E so it can adapt to be more effective with
respect to them.
In the review above, we have already seen how data mining and machine learning
have been used to automatically construct an evaluation function E (e.g., measuring
the quality of a stew recipe) or rules R (e.g., checking if an image represents a face or
not). Markov models can be seen as constructing a traversal method T from data, but
strongly intertwined with the rules and evaluation at the same time. This is typical of
creative systems: the conceptually separate components R, E, and T of Wiggins are
often not implemented in a modular fashion. Wiggins’ framework is not intended to be
used as an architecture for building creative systems, but rather as a conceptual tool for
describing and comparing them.

Transformational Creativity Using Data Mining and Machine Learning
Higher levels of creativity, or meta-creativity, is obtained when one of the three central
components in Wiggins’ model 56 (R, E, or T ) is modified by the system itself during
its runtime, in the spirit of Jennings’ creative autonomy 1 and Boden’s transformational
creativity 13 . This happens when any of the components is changed conceptually so that
the system can be creative in unforeseen ways, especially by reaching other areas of the
universe U than originally intended. Early work that already went in this direction include AM 57 and especially Eurisko 58 . Wiggins 56 identifies the following opportunities
for mining and learning on the meta-level.
A creative system faces “generative uninspiration” if it is not able to reach valuable
areas (as defined by R, E). In this case the traversal method T should be transformed.
One way of doing this could be based on using observations of valued artefacts from
other creative agents as positive training examples for adapting the traversal method.
Instance-based learning methods can directly take advantage of new positive examples,
so do those genetic algorithms that operate directly on representations of the artefacts.
It is a matter of debate if it is the traversal function T that is changed or just its parameters that affect where the search moves. For genetic algorithms in computational
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creativity it is more common to operate on programs that produce artefacts rather than
on the artefacts themselves. These are conceptually deeper changes, and can be argued
to more truly manipulate T as the artefact generation method. However, the cases of
aberration below are then more difficult to take advantage of.
In the case of “aberration”, the traversal function T reaches artefacts outside the acceptable space defined by the rules R. Then, the search could be adapted on the fly to
exclude those areas by using artefacts found outside R as negative training examples.
An interesting special case is “productive aberration” where the extra artefacts outside
R are actually valued by the evaluation function E: are these perhaps exceptionally
creative artefacts as they have value (according to E) but are not within the conventional
limits (as defined by R)? The system has two options for adapting its operations: to
modify R to include these new positive examples and other similar ones, or to modify
T as above to exclude them as negative examples. How to have the system make an
informed choice is a big question.
While Wiggins does not consider modifications to E, from the above discussion on
creative autonomy and transformational creativity it is obvious that adapting one’s likings, e.g., by receiving external feedback on one’s own work or observing the works
of others, is a central creativity capability or “responsibility”. The importance of metalevel manipulation of E and R is well summarized in a quote attributed to Getzels and
Csikszentmihalyi: the difference between greater and lesser creativity lies not in how
you solve problems, but rather in what problems you choose to solve.
In this paper, our discussion on evaluation of creative artefacts has been on the generic
level of some function (eval ()) or pair of functions (E, R). However, creativity is
related to a number of concepts such as novelty, surprise, value, and interest. In the
past, computational creativity research has paid little attention to these areas, but this
has now been changing 59;60;61;62;63;64;65 . These are central topics to which data mining
and machine learning can have much to offer.

Conclusion
Data mining and machine learning have been used in a number of different
roles for building creative systems. Most of the current roles fall into one of
four main categories. (1) Learning an evaluation function from existing artefacts. (2) Using existing artefacts in an instance-based manner to produce new
ones (cf. combinational creativity by Boden 13 ). (3) Learning models from existing artefacts and then generating new artefacts that match the models (cf.
exploratory creativity by Boden 13 ). (4) Mining patterns in artefacts and using
them in generative functions. — In contrast, transformational creativity offers
exciting, little explored opportunities for data mining and machine learning to
help build creative systems that go beyond mere generation and pastiche. This
relates to the question of how much data mining and machine learning methods
can extrapolate, i.e., to produce novel solutions (artefacts) different from the
training examples. Another question is how data mining and machine learning
could contribute more to the creation of structurally complex artefacts. Here,
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the recent interest in machine learning methods for “structured prediction” 66;67
could have interesting contributions to computational creativity.
Finally, one can also ask if and how computational creativity could be used
for data mining or machine learning? There are interesting opportunities for
creative mining and learning systems, but let us just briefly highlight recent
attempts to use computational creativity to perceptulize data. Tulilaulu et al. 68
propose a method for subjectively experiencing one’s own data instead of analysing
it objectively. Their application is in sleep analysis, where sleep measurements
are used to automatically compose a novel, short piece of music, allowing the
user to “listen” to her sleep in the morning. In the same general direction, Johnson and Ventura 69 discover musical motifs in non-musical data, and then their
system composes music inspired by the data. These examples go beyond sonification by including creative components specifically tuned to produce musical
results. They also demonstrate how computational creativity and data mining
can be combined in creative ways.
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